
Run No: 2102 

Date: 13-Jan-2019 

Venue: Crown and Cushion, Great Gransden 

Hares:  Wimp & Calamity 

Scribe: Big Leg 

So it didn’t seem that long since we’d run here, but the Newmarket contingent arrived in Great 
Gransden on the early side of late quietly confident that we would still get a parking space as, well lets 
face they got two pony and traps in the pub car park last time we were there!  Imagine our disquiet 
therefore on turning into the drive to a sight of chaos!! Cars everywhere!! For reason not entirely clear 
to me I followed the instructions being issued by various helpful souls to pull up in a line behind 
Constant Suctions van …. Well with some top reversing we would all get out of there in the end. On 
account of being a touch late and as I’d had a cup of coffee or two I needed a quick trip to the facilities 
so I delegated the gathering of the circle (quietly) to the JM and returned to find that on account of that 
small foible that I was – hey ho guess what – the scribe again! 

We were joined by two visitors from Oslo Hash – The Vicar and Flying Chicken who were brave 
enough to take the risk of completing our trail in time to then head on to the airport for their trip home. 
Good job that our hares had everything covered and we set off on either the runners trail set in 
sawdust or the walkers in flour. We headed towards Gransden and Waresley Woods where the two 
trails intertwined cunningly running us all round in circles. Runners were calling walkers on and 
Walkers the converse…. Top trail laying!! 

Back at the pub Blowback was heard to opine that we should all know the area well enough by now so 
there was no good reason why anyone should not be back at the pub banging on the door at 12.00 – 
seems he had been.  

Consternation was caused to Goldfinger who, having bought Dino IV our to meet us in a very fancy 
Austin Healy was totally blocked in and unable to escape! A theme that was to run through the 
aftermath of the circle as we all had to do some fancy reversing to undo the parking carnage!! 

Great day – well done all!  


